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Nintendo Disaster 

“ Nintendo, Your Quality is  

       already drifting into Disaster ” 

            – Roman Kurniadi  

I think we all what the Nintendo Switch is. Every since it was 

released on the third of March 3 years ago most of us have 

been dying to get one on our hands. I myself got a Switch a few 

months after the release date and I thought it was the greatest 

console of all time. A video game console that could alternate 

between handheld and console (in terms of connecting to a tv) 

was something no other company had thought of or create until 

Nintendo showed it for the world to see.   

Some of you may be interested in purchasing one soon or have 
recently done so, but let me tell you from experience Nintendo 
has failed this system. I know how I just stated how great it is 
however, there is flaw Nintendo tried to hide. One day as I was 
playing Super Mario Odyssey, Mario started to run into a wall 
and I thought to myself, ‘Hmmm, Mario’s acting really weird 
today.’ I closed the game to further investigated the cause of 
this and on the homepage the selection tool controlled by the 
joy-cons remained in the bottom left-hand corner the page. I 
reached out to the internet to see what my problem was and it 
turns out many had the same problem as me. The faultiness that 
I was now aware of was known as ‘drift’. I didn’t know what 
this was because prior to owning the switch I didn’t have a vid-
eogame console that wasn’t a handheld. Since 2014, I relied on 
Nintendo to provide me with the daily amount of entertainment 
a seven-year-old could want.  
 
There are ways to get your joy-cons fixed, however, they do 
require some action that seems unnecessary. Firstly, you can 
calibrate your controllers on the system’s settings but this never 
works most of the time. Cleaning them can be risky as you 
could break them even more instead of fixing them (this also 
applies for replacing the joy-stick piece), and buying a new pair 
of joy-cons that will meet the same end as your previous ones 
for 80 AUD is unreasonable. The last option is to get Nintendo 
to fix it for you. For free. As this problem was addressed to 
Nintendo they made a public announcement that they will fix 
your joy-cons for free. Even though this seems like a great 
idea, having to bring your joy-cons to wherever your closest 
Nintendo store, then having them ship it to where it gets fixed, 
and getting it back maybe 2-4 weeks later (I’m not exactly sure 
when) is quite frustrating. Overall, your getting faulty control-
lers again.  

Ultimately, as all new Nintendo games are being produced 

for the Switch (such as the new Pokémon Diamond and Pearl 

remakes, which I am very excited for) Nintendo should make 

an updated joy-con that can be played without these annoy-

ing faults. This will allow us to play our games knowing that 

we won’t have to deal with these annoying faults anytime 

soon. And finally, this will hopefully stop Mario from run-

ning into a wall over and over again.  

Reporter: Roman Kurniadi (Opinion Article) 
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Girls and Sport Uniform 

Reporter: Caroline (Opinion Article) 

At Auburn High, girls should be able to have their 

own sport uniform because they should be able to 
feel comfortable when they are doing sports. The 
sport shorts that all students are required to wear at 
Auburn High fit the boys perfectly, as they are spe-
cifically designed for boys, whereas the sports shorts 
on the girls are just a few centimetres above their 
knees and are highly uncomfortable for girls. When 
students play sports in PE class they are supposed to 
feel comfortable in what they are wearing. But how 
are girls able to feel like that when they can barely 
run in these long shorts? 

Yes, the school uniform is expensive, yet that 

then is just another reason why girls shouldn’t be 

paying for something that doesn’t even fit them, 

girls should be able to pay for a sport uniform that 

is comfortable and that fits them well.   

Join Now in F5 Every Monday Lunch! 
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Free Dress into the School System 

Reporter: Lola Hamilos (Opinion Article) 

 “Detention!” You hear a teacher from the back end of the 

hallway while entering the school, calling out your name 

and recalling that you received a 20-minute lunch detention 

for entering the school property without a blazer being 

worn. Many students like you and me have probably been 

through this same experience or at least heard of many like 

friends or classmates talking to each other about the same 

old, “I forgot to wear the correct dress code and have gotten 

a detention”. And I’m sure all of us can relate that this can 

be annoying and quite stressful for some due to having to 

worry about school’s expectations on clothing. Whether it’s 

a pin for dedication of culture or a full outfit of expression, 

for us to be able to wear free dress during school hours 

allows us to be comfortable in what we wear, what we can 

afford and what we want to express ourselves as.  

For a way for schools to integrate this into our school sys-
tem is to allow a clothing option for students to wear their 
own free dress of clothing they are most comfortable with 
but also still allowing school uniform if other students pre-
fer to wear uniform rather than clothing, the way of how we 
dress depends on how and what the students feels that they 
want to wear everyday to school. Of course, as there are 
free dresses to be worn there should also be safety 
measures of appropriate clothing and nothing too overly 
inappropriate. Teachers should acknowledge the type of 
clothing but also should make the notice of letting students 
have their own individuality.  

There are many problems associated with school uniforms 
and resolving these associated problems and reducing the 
stress/anxiety caused by school uniforms. These examples 
provided show how much a school uniform can affect the 
way a student sees a school system over school guidelines 
and free dress should be a way to fix these difficulties.  

School’s uniforms can be expensive to buy for guardians 
and students and can be hard to afford especially if there’s 
a need for more than one set of uniforms. Many guardians/
parents and students can have difficulty having to pay for 
this clothing as it’s usually very expensive such as a girl’s 
school dress or a boy’s school tie. For example, confirmed 
by further research, on a schools uniform selling store 
brand such as Dobson’s, say for a full girl’s adult closet of 
both Auburn High School Summer and Winter school uni-
form clothing cost a total of $498.74 and $438.49 for both 
boy’s Auburn High School Summer and Winter school 
uniform clothing including both pullovers. And yes, as 
there are second hand stores for school uniforms and guard-
ians selling these, but there shouldn’t be a need having to 
resell this clothing in the first place. And I can assure you 
buying second hand from someone else, you never know 
where it has been and what the last person has done to that 
piece of uniform. Having Australian Schools allow students 
to wear free dress reduces the financial stress created by 
school uniforms and can be easier for parents/students to 
save up on money for school fees, schooling events and 
supplies. 

We should allow free dress codes to be allowed so we can 
be more comfortable in the materials that everyone is being 
worn to and from school. Having to represent a school can 
be important but being comfortable in what you are wear-
ing is just as important. When we wear school uniforms 
such as the provided shirts, dresses and blazers, the materi-
al can be rough and hard to wear during Summer and in 
school hours. For instance, all school uniforms including 
our Auburn High School made clothing, it is made with 
polyester cotton. As addressed by the article fibre2fash-
ion.com, It is addressed that quote “Polyester fabric is high-
ly amorphous in the molecular structure, and hydrophobic 
in nature, which resists water on the surface of the fabric.” 
But “Polyester fabric also gives a rough & tough noise 
which causes friction with different body parts.” This 
means that yes polyester made in clothing such as school 
uniforms, it can be great with being water resistant but 
when worn can feel rough and hard to move in.  

School dress codes can make students not be able to ex-
press their personality which is why free dress codes should 
be put into the school system in Australia so then students 
can both wear school uniforms if they feel they want to. It 
allows students to dress how they want and it can make 
more individuals happy in what they wear instead of having 
to wear the same exact colours, order of clothing every day 
in school.  An author named Joanne Entwistle, a researcher 
on sociology of fashion, body and gender explored relation-
ships on dress, individuality and society concluded that in 
quote “the emphasis on individuality often overshadows the 
fact that there are almost always implicit constraints in our 
environment.” This proves the fact that as having people 
express who they are, there will always be constraints such 
as school dress codes in society that conflicts individuals 
from letting them want to express how they want to. Allow-
ing free dress codes in schools lets students dress how they 
want and show their types of personality based on culture, 
fashion and feeling.  

In conclusion, the free dress code is one way of clothing 
rules that should be allowed in all Australian Primary to 
High schools. It can make a difference to how we really 
want to dress, feel and afford within the school community. 
It can also reduce the hazard of getting detention and hav-
ing teachers in guard to look after students in lunch time 
detention because of them forgetting a single tie or blazer. 
So, my last line for you teachers and staff is, let students be 
the people they want and not by a school rule.  

Cartoon created By  Lola Hamilos 

“ Let students be the people 

they want and not by a 

school rule. ” 

            – Lola Hamilos 
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Asian Discrimination 

 

The spread of COVID-19 has significantly impacted Asian 

Australians. Statistics show that more than eight in ten or 
80% of all Asian Australians report to have been discriminat-
ed against; due to race. Since the pandemic; there has been a 
high rise in cases of racial abuse, attacks and vandalism 
against Asians Australians. These have been reported across 
Australia and various other countries across the globe. These 
reports have shown many forms of abuse including; verbal, 
emotional and physical abuse.  In Sydney last year, it was re-
ported that there was a case of people painting “death to dog 
eaters” in front of an Asian man’s house. Furthermore, there 
were cases of people screaming racial slurs at two sisters, 
calling them “Asian dogs” who “brought coronavirus here” 
and “dumb wh*re”. In late March last year, it was reported 
that a Chinese-Australian family’s suburban home in the out-
skirts of Melbourne was targeted with racist vandalism, this 
happened three times in the space of a week. The family 
found the words “COVID-19 China die” spray-painted on the 
door of their garage. According to a recent survey of over 
3,000 people conducted by the Australian National Universi-
ty, suggests that nearly 85% of Asian Australians have report-
ed experiences of racism during the pandemic. Overall it is 
clear that racial discrimination against Asians is a huge prob-
lem that must be addressed and stopped before it’s too late.   

Reporter: Zibwa Joesoef (Informative Piece) 
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Jewish Discrimination 

“ Jewish    
Deserve  
Better” 

         – Sienna V 

Between 1939 and 1945, the Nazis killed about six million 
Jews and millions of other civilians. Generations and gen-
erations lost, most of who were slaughtered in the Holo-
caust.   
 
For centuries, state laws restricted Jews, preventing them 
from owning land, holding public office and most occupa-
tions, forcing them into money-lending, trade or commerce. 
Jews were excluded from society but managed to maintain 
their religious and social customs.  
 
Throughout the Middle Ages, Christians persecuted Jews. 
Portrayed them as aliens. It was said Jews poisoned the 
wells of Europe, causing the Black Plague. Jews were de-
picted as the devil. These lies came to be taken as truth. 
People would set their synagogues on fire, and whatever 
didn’t burn was covered over with earth so nobody will ev-
er see them again, they then burned their houses and prayer 
books stating that “It is not a question of religion. The ene-
my is Judaism.  
 
Around 1900, a new lie was promoted: Jews conspired to 
dominate the world using their money and intelligence to 
manipulate people, mainly the Christians.  
 
Hitler claimed that the Jews were similar to fleas and mice 
- disgusting lower forms of life that deserved to be extermi-
nated. Hitler then blamed the Jews for everything that was 
wrong with the world and stated that “Germany was weak 
and in decline due to the 'Jewish influence'". After the Na-
zis took over power, anti-Jewish measures were put into ac-
tion on after the other: Jewish businesses were withdrawn 
and then seized. Jews were separated from non-Jews and 
excluded from their studies and professions. Jewish chil-
dren were banned from going to schools and subjected to 
public humiliation.  
 
The history of the Holocaust shows that targeting an entire 
group leads to an increase in xenophobia, racism, and ex-
tremism throughout society, with potentially consequences 
for individuals, communities, and nations.     

Reporter: Sienna V (Informative Piece) 
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Interschool Sport  

Reporter: Anonymous (Opinion Article) 

Was interschool sports really worth it? This has 
been the question that all students who participat-
ed in the sports day have been asking for weeks 
now. Interschool sports which is designed for stu-
dents to compete against other schools, in a cho-
sen sport. These sports change not only every 
year but also every term, ranging from winter 
sports to summer sports. Sadly, they all left the 
sports day disappointed and feeling like it was a 
lost day they couldn’t get back. Many students 
who took part in the day of sport were expecting to 
play multiple games of sport and many left without 
even playing one.  
 
Take volleyball as an example. Volleyball is a 
sport that is known for its competitive nature with a 
group of 6 individuals who work together to 
achieve victory. But in our school, volleyball is 
known for its improvisation. By improvisation, I 
mean players finding out their teams on the day of 
the competition, with no training and expected to 
get our school a win. Every once in a blue moon 
we have tryouts, but even then it’s always just a 
few days before the competition. So, people are 
chucked in team A or B after assessing them for 
only a feeble 35 minutes. No one was trained to 
become better for the competition, or told what 
they were doing wrong, because how will there be 
time when this tryout is just days before the com-
petition?  

Secondly, the school did not run any form of 

training for the sports as they have done in 

previous years. Because there was no train-

ing, the sports teachers could not observe 

the level of everyone, and therefore the 

placement of students in the A and B teams 

is ineffably inaccurate. If training was operat-

ed, the teachers would have a far easier 

time developing teams with the correct skill 

level to make every individual feel included, 

enthusiastic and happy to be present. Fur-

thermore teams being placed at the correct 

level would mean that they would compete in 

more impartial matches, as they would hope-

fully be matched against teams more similar 

to them in skill. This would help create more 

competition that would be far more fun and 

enjoyable.  

Overall, the interschool sports program at 
Auburn High School is highly incompetent 
and should be improved greatly. Moreover, 
when the teams play, they should both be 
taught about good sportsmanship and 
about the dangers of violence and vitriol 
towards opponents. Auburn High School 
should work to improve their interschool 
sports program because it is a chance for 
students to mingle, make friends, improve 
their sports skills and also be fit.  
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For many years at Auburn High it 

has been a well known rule that stu-

dents must wear their blazers on 

their way to and from school. This is 

a rule that many students think is 

pointless. The main reason teachers 

have given for why this rule exists is 

that we should be representing the 

school when we’re in public and 

that wearing bright, hot and uncom-

fortable blazers is the best way to do 

this.  

 

What they fail to consider is that in 

public, we have no need to represent 

the school. If school isn’t for sleep-

ing and games, walking to and from 

home shouldn’t be for school. This 

is without mentioning the student’s 

comfort, blazers are uncomfortable 

and while some students don’t mind 

them, many don’t like them at all, 

along with all of this during spring 

and summer blazers get really hot 

and sometimes stick to people’s 

skin. Although we’re allowed to 

take them off when its 30+ degrees 

this is not good enough, even at 25 

degrees it gets hot after a short time 

and it heats up even faster when 

walking or doing exercise.  

If representing the school when 

we aren’t even here is so im-

portant we are still easily recog-

nisable by the colours of the ties, 

dresses, shirts and bags, with our 

easily recognisable logo and col-

ours on all of them. No blazers 

needed. If we are going to be 

forced to represent our school we 

should at least do it in a way that 

is comfortable.  

No Blazers Needed! 

Interested in Art? 

The ExiGent Art 

Competition is now 

open! Submit your 

artworks now until 

September 30th! 

https://docs.google.com/

forms/d/

e/1FAIpQLScpAcnk5hTm_ZhqT

ZSJoOd9h3MpyQOe8Q0LhQ3ZZ

VkioDm5Vw/viewform 

Reporter: Charlie Irving (Opinion Article) 
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Should the SEAL students be able to have 

free dress? Yes. SEAL students are a superi-

or species to every other being on the planet. 

We are smart, obnoxiously smart, almost too 

smart to be here, at Auburn. We ARE the best 

stream.   

 

  According to the Guardian, students wearing 

school uniforms is enforced and mandatory 

because getting dressed in the morning, many 

students worry more about what they are 

wearing and they do this during school as 

well, which decreases their smartness and the 

rate of their learning. However, SEAL stu-

dents, like myself, got into SEAL because we 

are geniuses, duh. So how could our en-

hanced IQ be brought down by a measly 

hoodie, or deciding what to wear? We are su-

perior in every way to other people, so how 

could something so small and mere impact 

our magnificence? That’s right - it couldn’t.  

 And the school talking about how we 

need to show school pride? Wearing a 

uniform to show this is nonsense. In fact, 

THEY, the school staff, should be proud 

to just be in our presence. To have us at 

this school. The SEALs don’t need to go 

here, we could be going to a much better 

school, but we make the choice to grace 

this school with our being and abide by 

their rules. But no longer should we have 

to wear ugly, bright red blazers and 

dresses that resemble grey and red 

sacks. The uniform isn’t even  made of 

quality material, it does not keep you 

warm, and yet all together the girl’s uni-

form alone altogether is still a hefty 

$868.90, and that’s only if you are buying 

one of everything you need. This 

is preposterous. Absolutely insane.   

Ultimately, the SEAL students should be 

absolutely suited as to be treated as to 

have free dress at Auburn High School, 

due to their demonstration of DARE val-

ues, exploits in academics, and general 

awesomeness. Thank you, and one 

day, you could the rival the intelligence 

of the SEAL students.    

 

Free Dress for SEALs (Satire Article) 

Reporter: Anonymous (Opinion Article) 


